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4 MORITA COHOMOLOGY AND HOMOTOPY LOCALLY

CONSTANT SHEAVES

JULIAN V. S. HOLSTEIN

Abstract. We identify Morita cohomology, which is a categorification
of the cohmology of a topological spaceX, with the category of
homotopy locally constant sheaves of perfect complexes onX.

1. Introduction

In [11] Morita cohomologyH M(X) was defined as a categorification of
Čech or singular cohomology of a topological spaceX with coefficients in
a commutative ringk. In this paper we make the construction more explicit
by identifying Morita cohomology with the category of homotopy locally
constant sheaves of perfect chain complexes overk on X.

Theorem 12. Let X have a bounded locally finite good hypercover. Then
the dg-categoryH M(X) is quasi-equivalent to the dg-category of homotopy
locally constant sheaves of perfect complexes.

The homotopy category of the category of homotopy locally constant
sheaves can be considered as the correct derived category oflocal systems
onX in the sense that it contains the abelian category of local systems but its
Ext-groups are given by cohomology ofX with locally constant coefficients
rather than group cohomology of the fundamental group.
The proof proceeds by using a strictification result for diagrams of dg-
categories to showH M(X), computed as a homotopy limit, is quasi-
equivalent to a category of homotopy cartesian sections of aconstant
Quillen presheaf. Homotopy cartesian sections are then identified with
homotopy locally constant shaves.

1.1. Set-up. We fix throughout this paper a commutative ringk and a
topological spaceX and assume thatX has a good hypercoverU = {Ui}i∈I .
We say a hypercover isgood if all connected open sets that occur are
contractible.
We will moreover assume thatU satisfies the following two conditions,
which we sum up by sayingU is bounded locally finite.

• U is locally finite. (Every point has a neighbourhood meeting only
finitely many elements ofU.)
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• There is some positive integern such that no chain of distinct open
sets inU has length greater thann.

Remark1. If X is a finite-dimensional CW complex it has a bounded
locally finite cover. One can show this by induction on then-skeleta
usingcollaring, see Lemma 1.1.7 in [8], to extend a bounded locally finite
hypercover onXn to one on a neighbourhood ofXn in Xn+1. Then one
extends over then+ 1-cells.

1.2. Morita Cohomology. Morita cohomologyH M(X) can be defined as
derived global sections of the constant presheaf of dg-categories with fiber
equal to the categoryChpe of perfect chain complexes over a fieldk. Over an
arbitrary ringk it can be defined asChpe

Sing* X using the action of simplicial
sets on dg-categories.
Given a good hypercover ofX one can then computeH M(X) as the
homotopy limit of the constant diagram with fiberChpe indexed by the
hypercover.
One can also compute it as the homotopy limit of a diagram indexed by the
opposite ofI0 ⊂ I , the category of non-degenerate objects of the hypercover:

H
M(X) ≃ holim

Iop
Chpe ≃ holim

Iop
0

Chpe

In the next section we will use strictification to compute this small
homotopy limit explicitly as a category of homotopy cartesian sections.

Remark2. For further background and notational conventions see [11].
Relations to other work are explained in the introduction of[11].

2. strictification

2.1. Background on strictification. We begin this section with generali-
ties on strictification and the computation of homotopy limits.
Let us consider the fiberCh of all chain complexes at first, which has the
advantage overChpe that it is a model category. Model categories are often
a convenient model to do computations with∞-categories. However, as the
category of model categories is not itself a model category there exist no
homotopy limits of model categories. Instead one can compute categories
of homotopy cartesian sections and strictification resultscompare them to
homotopy limits of the∞-categories associated with the model categories
in question.
Generally speaking, using strictification to compute a homotopy limit
proceeds as follows. Assume we have a localization functorL : MC →

∞Cat from model categories to some model of (∞, 1)-categories and let
hsect denote the category of homotopy cartesian sections ofa Quillen
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presheaf, explained below. Then given a diagram (Mi) of model categories
indexed byI one proves holimi∈Iop LMi ≃ L hsect(I ,Mi).
We will proceed by adapting the strictification result for inverse diagrams of
simplicial categories from Spitzweck [14] to dg-categories. J is aninverse
category if one can associate to every element a non-negative integer,
called thedegree, and every non-identity morphism lowers degree. This
is certainly the case forI0 if U is bounded locally finite.
We then have to restrict to compact objects in the fibers to compute
RΓ(X,Chpe) rather thanRΓ(X,Ch).

Remark3. There is a wide range of strictification results in the literature:
For simplicial sets [7, 17], simplicial categories [14], Segal categories
(Theorem 18.6 of [9]) and complete Segal spaces [4,5].
Most of the above results make fewer assumptions on the indexcategory,
for example Theorem 18.6 of [9] proves strictification of Segal categories
with general Reedy index categories, and a generalization to arbitrary small
simplicial index categories is mentioned in Theorem 4.2.1 of [16]. But since
it is unclear to the author how to adapt this proof to the dg-setting and since
a bounded locally finite good hypercover forX exists in many cases we stay
with it.

We will deal with model categories that are already enrichedin some
symmetric monoidal model categoryV and our∞-categories will beV -
categories. (ThinkV = sSetor Ch.)

Definition. Denote byL the localization functorL : V MC → V Cat that
sendsM to Mc f , the subcategory of fibrant cofibrant objects ofM.

The fibrant cofibrant replacement is necessary to ensure thatthe V -hom
spaces are invariant under weak equivalences. In the caseV = sSet
compare the homotopy equivalence betweenLM and the Dwyer–Kan
localization ofM.
Let us set up the machinery:

Definition. A left Quillen presheafon a small categoryI is a contravariant
functor M• : I → Cat, written asi 7→ Mi such that for everyi ∈ Ob(I )
the categoryMi is a model category and for every mapf : i → j in I the
map f ∗ : M j → Mi is left Quillen. (One can similarly define right Quillen
presheaves.)

Definition. Theconstant left Quillen presheaf with fiber M, denoted asM
is the Quillen presheaf withMi = M for all i and f ∗ = 1M for all f .

Remark4. One can define Quillen presheaves in terms of pseudofunctors
instead of functors, see [14]. One then rectifies the pseudofunctor to turn it
into a suitable functor, i.e. into a left Quillen presheaf asdefined above.
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Definition. Let M• be a left Quillen presheaf of model categories. We
define aleft sectionto be a tuple consisting of (Xi , φ f ) for i ∈ Ob(I ) and
f ∈ Mor(I ) whereXi ∈ Mi andφ f : f ∗X j → Xi, satisfiesφg ◦ (g∗φ f ) =
φ f◦g : ( f ◦ g)∗Xk → Xi for composable pairsg: Xi → X j, f : X j → Xk.t
A morphism of sectionsconsists ofmi : Xi → Yi in Mi making the obvious
diagrams commute. We write the category of sections ofM• as psect(I ,M•).
The levelwise weak equivalences make it into a homotopical category.

Definition. A homotopy cartesian sectionis a section for which all the
comparison mapsφ f : R f∗X j → Xi are isomorphisms inHo(Mi). We write
the category of homotopy cartesian sections ofM as hsect(I ,M•).

If I is an inverse category orM is combinatorial then the category of left
sections psect(I ,M) has an injective model structure, just like a diagram
category, in which the weak equivalences and cofibrations are defined
levelwise, cf. Theorem 1.32 of [1].
We writeL hsect(I ,M•) for the subcategory of homotopy coherent sections
whose objects are moreover fibrant and cofibrant.
Note that hsect(I ,M•) is not itself a model category since it is not in general
closed under limits.

Remark5. One would like homotopy cartesian sections to be the fibrant
cofibrant objects in a suitable model structure. If we are working with
the projective model structure of right sections then (under reasonable
conditions) there exists a Bousfield localization, the so-called homotopy
limit structure (cf. Theorem 2.44 of [1]). The objects ofL hsectR(I ,M)
(which are projective fibrant) are precisely the fibrant cofibrant objects of
(psectR)holim(I ,M).
The homotopy limit structure on left sections is subtler. Itis the subject
matter of [3]. Assuming the category of left sections is a right proper
model category Bergner constructs a right Bousfield localization where the
cofibrant objects are the homotopy cartesian ones in Theorem3.2 of [5].
Without the hard properness assumption the right Bousfield localization
only exists as a right semimodel category, cf. [2].
Note that we will still use model category theory, all we are losing is a
conceptually elegant characterization of the subcategorywe are interested
in.

2.2. Strictification for dg-categories. Our goal now is to prove the
following theorem:

Theorem 1. Let I be a direct category. Let Mi be a presheaf of model
categories enriched inCh. Then Lhsect(I ,M•) � holimi∈Iop LMi in
Ho(dgCatDK).
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With the results of [11] this theorem implies the following:

Corollary 2. Let {Ui}i∈I be a locally finite good hypercover of X. Then
H M(X) ≃ holimIop

0
Ch ≃ L hsect(I0,Ch).

We will consider in Section 2.3 how to restrict toChpe.
To show Theorem 1 we adapt the proof in [14], replacing enrichments in
simplicial sets by enrichment in chain complexes wherever appropriate. For
easier reference we write in terms ofV -categories, whereV = Ch for our
purposes andV = sSetin [14].
One simplification is that we are assuming the model categories we start
with are already enriched inCh, so that we can use restriction to fibrant
cofibrant objects instead of Dwyer–Kan localization as the localization
functor.
There are two times two steps to the proof: First one defines homotopy
embeddingsρ1 andρ2 of the two sides intoL psect(I ,V PS h(RLM•)). One
then shows that their images are given by homotopy cartesiansection whose
objects are in the image ofMi. The first pair of steps are quite formal.
The second pair is given by explicit constructions using induction along the
degree of the index category.
The proof of the strictification result depends on setting upa comparison
between the limit construction and presections. Since the fibrant
replacement ofLM• is not a Quillen presheaf one has to embed everything
into a presheaf of enriched model categories. This is achieved by using the
Yoneda embedding.
For the reader’s convenience, let us recall the construction of enrichments
of presections and presheaves that will be used.
Assume thatV is a symmetric monoidal model category and that the we are
given a left Quillen presheaf such that all theMi are modelV -categories.
Note thatV will be the categoryCh in our application.
If M• is as above and the comparison functors areV -functors then
psect(I ,M•) is a modelV -category: Tensor and cotensor can be defined
levelwise and we define Hompsect(X•,Y•) as the end

∫
i
Hom(Xi ,Yi). Since

cofibrations and weak equivalences in psect(I ,M•) are defined levelwise
the pushout product axiom holds and we have a modelV -structure.
It follows that the derived internal hom-spaces can be computed as
homotopy ends, by cofibrantly and fibrantly replacing sourceand target:
RHompsect(X•,Y•) =

∫
i
Hom((QX)i , (RY)i). See Lemma 2 in [11]. In

particular if all Mi are dg-model categories then psect(I ,M) is a dg-model
category.
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Definition. If M is enriched inV let V Psh(M) be the category ofV -
functors fromM to V , i.e. functors such that the induced map on hom-
spaces is a morphism inV .

V Psh(M) is a model category ifV has cofibrant hom-spaces or ifV = Ch,
see Remark 1 in [11]. MoreoverV Psh(M) is enriched, tensored and
cotensored overV , see for example Chapter 1 of [12].
Next note that there is an enriched Yoneda embeddingM → V Psh(M). If
V has a cofibrant unit and fibrant hom-spaces then the Yoneda embedding
factors through the subcategory of fibrant cofibrant objects. (To see the
image consists of cofibrations, we recall that the maps 0→ hX ⊗ 1 are
generating cofibrations.)
These conditions are satisfied inCh.
We writeRLM• for i 7→ (RLM)i , whereR stands for fibrant replacement in
the injective model structure on diagrams ofV -categories andL is taking
fibrant cofibrant objects of everyMi.
We now have the following:

Lemma 3. There is a natural homotopyV -embedding

ρ1 : L hsectM• ֒→ L psect(I ,V PS h(RLM•))

Proof. We have an embedding hsect֒→ psect and homotopy embeddings
Mi ֒→ V Psh(RLMi) which give a homotopy embedding when we apply
L psect(I ,−) since the hom-spaces of presections between fibrant cofibrant
objects are given by homotopy ends, which are invariant under levelwise
weak equivalence. �

Lemma 4. Let Di be an Iop-diagram ofV -categories. We have a canonical
full V -embedding:

ρ2 : holimD• = lim RD• ֒→ L psect(I ,V PS h(RD•))

Proof. The map to psect(I ,V Psh(D f
• )) is obtained by composing the

Yoneda embedding with the map ofV -categories limi Ci → psect(I ,C•)
that sendsa to {πi(a)} if πi : lim j C j → Ci are the universal maps. (C• is not
a model category, but we can still take psect with the obviousmeaning, the
comparison maps are identities by definition.) Recall that the hom-space
in lim Ci from {ci} and {di} is given by

∫
i
Hom(ci , di). Hence there is an

embedding of the homotopy limit into psect(I ,C•). To show this embedding
factors through fibrant cofibrant objects note first that cofibrations are
defined levelwise. For fibrations one uses the fibrancy ofRLM•, this is
Lemma 6.3 of [14]. �

It follows from this embedding that homotopy equivalences in the
homotopy limit are determined levelwise since inL psect homotopy
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equivalences are weak equivalences and weak equivalences are defined
levelwise. This is Corollary 6.5 in [14].
From now on we will writeρ2 for the caseDi = LMi .
Next we have to identify the images ofρ1 andρ2. The explicit computation
is done in Lemma 6.6 of [14]. The only use of special properties of the
categorysCat made in this lemma (and the results needed for it) is the
characterization of fibrations in terms of lifting homotopyequivalences.
But this characterization is also valid for fibrations indgCatDK. (A more
detailed treatment is available in Section 3.2 of the author’s thesis [10].)
Thus we have the following results:

Lemma 5. The image ofρ1 consists of homotopy cartesian sections X• ∈

L psect(I ,V Psh(RLM•)) such that all Xi are in the image of Mi.

Lemma 6. The image ofρ2 consists of homotopy cartesian sections X• ∈

L psect(I ,V Psh(RLM•)) such that all Xi are in the image of Mi.

Putting this together we obtain a zig-zag of quasi-essentially surjective
maps betweenL psect(I ,M•) and holimIop LM, showing the two categories
are isomorphic inHo(dgCatDK).

2.3. Restriction to perfect complexes.In this section we restrict the
equivalence obtained by strictification to sections with compact fibers.
The compact objects inCh form the subcategoryChpe consisting of
complexes quasi-isomorphic to perfect complexes. Note that Chpe is
not a model category, so in the next lemma we extend strictification to
subcategories.

Proposition 7. The dg-categoryholimIop Chpe is quasi-equivalent to the dg-
category Lhsect(I ,Chpe), defined to be the subcategory of Lhsect(I ,Ch)
consisting of sections X• such that every Xi is in Chpe.

Remark6. Note that this is not the subcategory of perfect objects in
L hsect(I ,Ch).

Proof. Considering the proof of strictification we aim to show that
L hsect(I ,Chpe) and holimIop Chpe can be identified with the subcategory
of objectsX• ∈ L hsect(I ,V Psh(RLCh•)) such that everyXi is in the image
of Chpe.
For L hsect(I ,Chpe) this is immediate from the proof of Lemma 5, as
Lemma 6.6 in [14]: One inductively picksY′i ≃ Xi and replaces them
by weakly equivalentYi which form a homtopy Cartesian section. If
Xi ∈ Im(Chpe) thenY′i will also be perfect, ensuring everyYi is the image
of a compact object.
Now we consider Lemma 6 and the construction of an objectY• in the
homotopy limit that maps to a given homotopy Cartesian section X•. The
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proof of the lemma proceeds by liftingY<n ∈ Mi(RLChpe) to Yi ∈ (RLChpe)i

using the quasi-isomorphismX<n ≃ Y<n and the fact that (RLChpe)i →

Mi(RLChpe) is a fibration. By assumptionXi ∈ Chpe. But there is a
natural map between fibrant diagramsRLChpe → RLCh through which
Chpe → RLCh factors by functoriality of fibrant replacement. So from
Y<i ∈ Mi(RLChpe) we can inductively constructY• such that theYi live in
(RLChpe)i. �

Theorem 8. . H M(X) ≃ L hsect(I0,Chpe) for any locally finite good
hypercover{Ui}i∈I of X where I0 ⊂ I is the subcategory of non-degenerate
objects.

Proof. We apply Proposition 7 to Theorem 1 and recall Theorem 16 of
[11]. �

3. Homotopy locally constant sheaves

Theorem 8 is just a precise way of saying that an object ofH M(X) is
given by a collection of chain complexes, one for every open set in the
cover, with quasi-isomorphic transition function. We willnow turn this
into an equivalence with the dg-category of homotopy locally constant
hypersheaves of perfect chain complexes.
To define homotopy locally constant sheaves we put the local model
structure (as it is described for example in Section 3.1 of [11]) on presheaves
of chain complexes overk on X. In particular the fibrant objects are exactly
objectwise fibrant hypersheaves.

Definition. We callhomotopy locally constanta presheafF such that there
is a coverUi such that all the restrictionsF |Ui are weakly equivalent to
constant sheaves. (In particular the transition functionsbetweenF (Ui)|Ui j

andF (U j)|Ui j are weak equivalences.)
Then we denote byLCH(X) the subcategory of homotopy locally constant
hypersheaves of perfect chain complexes. This is a dg-category and the
hom-spaces are derived hom-spaces of complexes of sheaves.

Note that LCH(X) consists of fibrant cofibrant presheaves of chain
complexes. It is quasi-equivalent to the category of homotopy locally
constant sheaves of perfect complexes onX; restricting to fibrant objects
simplifies our exposition.

Remark7. The homology sheaves of a homotopy locally constant sheaf are
finite dimensional vector bundles which have isomorphisms as transition
functions with respect to the above cover, i.e. they form local systems.

Proposition 9. Let X be a topological space with a locally finite good
hypercoverU and let I0 index the nondegnerate connected open sets. There
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is a restriction functor from LCH(X) to Lhsect(I0,Chpe) that is quasi-
essentially surjective.

Proof. There is an obvious functorr : LCH(X) → L hsect(I0,Chpe) sending
a hypersheafF to i 7→ F (Ui). (If F is fibrant cofibrant in the local
model structure it is fibrant cofibrant in the injective modelstructure.) We
show thatr is quasi-essentially surjective by producing a left inverse in the
homotopy category.
Let U also denote the category of all connected open sets making upthe
hypercoverU. Pick a basisB of contractible sets for the topology ofX and
assume it is subordinate toU in the sense that anyB ∈ B is contained in
anyU ∈ U it intersects. This is possible sinceU is locally finite. Consider
the presheafSB(A) onB that sendsB to AU whereU is minimal containing
B, suchU exists by our assumptions. ExtendSB(A) to a presheafSp(A) on
X by Sp(A)(W) = holimC⊂W SB(A)(C). Let S(A) denote a functorial fibrant
and cofibrant replacement ofSp(A) (in particular it is a sheafification). Now
if we restrictSp(A) to U ∈ U there is an obvious weak equivalence with the
constant presheafAU , via Sp(B) ≃ AU′ ≃ AU if B ⊂ U′ ⊂ U. HenceS(A) is
a homotopy locally constant sheaf.
To show thatS(A)(U) ≃ AU we can take homology and since the homology
sheaves are constant onU the canonical map to the stalk at any point ofU
is a weak equivalence. (The value at the stalk is weakly equivalent to the
limit of the constant diagramAU .)
Hencer ◦ S ≃ 1 andr is indeed quasi-essentially surjective. �

The following lemma is well-known. We sketch a proof for lackof a
reference.

Lemma 10. Let X• be a cosimplicial diagram of chain complexes. Then
holimX• ≃ Tot

∏
X•.

Proof. Note thatCh is an abelian category so there is an equivalence
of categories between cosimplicial objects inCh and nonpositive chain
complexes inCh, we can write this asCh∆ � ChN. Now note that the
Dold–Kan correspondence respects levelwise quasi-isomorphisms. (To see
the normalized chain functor preserves quasi-isomorphisms consider the
splitting of the Moore complexM(A) = N(A) ⊕ D(A).)
It follows that the associated categories with weak equivalences and hence
the homotopy categoriesHo(Ch∆) and Ho(ChN) are equivalent and the
homotopy limit of the cosimplicial diagram is the homotopy limit of the
correspondingN-diagram.
But taking the homotopy limit of a complex of chain complexesis just
taking the product total complex. If the complex is concentrated in two
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degrees this is the well-known cone construction, which generalizes in the
obvious way. �

Remark8. It is worth pointing out that while this is an ad-hoc construction
there is a complete Dold–Kan theorem for stable (∞, 1)-categories in
Section 1.2 of [13].

Proposition 11. In the setting of the previous proposition, for A•, B• ∈
L hsect(I ,Chpe) we have:

HomL hsect(I ,Chpe)
(A•, B•) ≃ HomLCH (X)(S(A),S(B))

In particular the cohomology groups of Hom(A•, B•) are the Ext groups of
S(A) and S(B).

Proof. We know that the right hand side can be computed as aČech
complex of the good hypercover. (See for examples the section
Hypercoverings in [15].) It remains to show that the left-hand side is
quasi-isomorphic tǒC∗

U
(Hom(S(A),S(B))). TheČech complex is the total

complex, and hence by Lemma 10 the homotopy limit, of the cosimplicial
diagram

n 7→ Hom(AUn, BUn) ≔
∏

i∈In

Hom(AU i
n
, BU i

n
)

which is in turn equal to the homotopy limit of the diagrami 7→
Hom(AU i

n
, BU i

n
). Here we can replace Hom

D
(S(A)(U i

n),S(B)(U i
n)) by

Hom(AU i
n
, BU i

n
) as theU i

n are contractible.
By adapting Lemma 2 of [11] to presections one sees that the derived
functor of

∫
Hom(A•, B•) is given by HomL hsect between a cofibrant

replacement ofA• and a fibrant replacement ofB• in the injective model
category structure. In other words, since all objects inL hsect are assumed
fibrant and cofibrant, HomL hsect(A•, B•) is already the derived functor of∫

Hom(A•, B•).
Now, adapting Lemma 3.1 of [14] to dg-model categories, we can also
compute hom-spaces inL hsect as a homotopy limit of the diagrami 7→
HomL hsect(I/i,Chpe)

(A|(I/i), B|(I/i)) where the comparison maps are induced by
the inclusion of diagrams. The underived version follows from a diagram
chase comparing the end and the limit of ends, and both sides give fibrant
diagrams sinceA• andB• are fibrant cofibrant.
By 3.1 of [14] again HomL hsect(I/i,Chpe)

(A|(I/i), B|(I/i)) is weakly equivalent to
HomChpe

(AU i
n
, BU i

n
). So the objects in the diagrams on the left-hand side and

the right-hand side agree.
It remains to show that the comparison maps on the left-hand side
correspond to the restriction map of sheaf homs on the right-hand side. Note
that giving a sheaf Hom fromS(A)(U) to S(B)(U) corresponds to giving
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morphismsS(A)(W) → S(B)(W) for all W ⊂ U, so giving a morphisms
of presections in the overcategoryOp(X)op/U. But when applying the
weak equivalence withAU the only non-identity restrictions come from the
fixed coverU and we can take the limit overUop/U and obtain the same
expression we have on the left-hand side.
Hence the two homotopy limits agree and the enriched hom-space is weakly
equivalent to thěCech complex. �

Summing up we have proven:

Theorem 12. Let X be a topological space with a bounded locally finite
good hypercover. ThenH M(X) is quasi-equivalent to the dg-category
LCH(X).

The corresponding results also hold if the fiber isCh.

Remark9. With this interpretation the natural induced mapf ∗ : H M(Y)→
H M(X) in Morita cohomology corresponds to the pull-back map of
complexes of sheaves.
Since pushforwards of homotopy locally constant sheaves are not homotopy
locally constant it is clear that we do not in general expect amap f∗ or f!
going in the other direction.

Remark10. There is an interesting duality betweenC∗(X) and chains on the
based loop spaceC∗(ΩX), cf. [6]. It is well known thatRHomC∗ΩX(k, k) ≃
C∗(X, k). We can now interpret this as saying that the cohomology ofk as a
C∗(ΩX)-representation and as a constant sheaf onX agree, and in fact this
is a direct consequence of our results characterizingH M(X) as homotopy
locally constant sheaves and asC∗(ΩX)-representations (see [11]).
Conversely ifX is simply connected,k is a field and all homology groups are
finite dimensional overk it is true thatRHomC∗(X,k)(k, k) ≃ C∗(ΩX). It would
be interesting to have a similar interpretation ofC∗(X)-modules where it is
clear that endomorphisms ofk are given byC∗(ΩX).
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